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The 1980s - The Golden era of  Eurovision 

Following the Eurovision in the 80s 
To follow the Eurovision in the 80s meant you really been looked upon aa a very 
strange figure. Eurovision was the Everest of  bad taste but still once a year the 
tabloids presented both background on the entries, charts to fill in to follow the 
voting process and all of  the entries with a mark from 0 - 5 based on the 
journalists taste in music. And journalists in the 80s focused more on rock than 
the typical genre presented in the Eurovision Song Contest. 

For me the Eurovision provided a genre, in Sweden labeled as ”Schlager” (not 
the same as the German Schlager even if  the two share some characteristics). 
And the common name for the competition was the ”Schlagerfestival” both the 
selection and the International final. 

A few times a year I was able to listen to this genre of  3 minute songs mostly in 
domestic languages and through this I found new artists and collected vinyl 
singles. During the 80s still a fun thing to do and later on in life a source of  
meeting new people and present Eurovision Parties for other nerds. This was 
before streaming and mp3s which kind of  ended the fund with a huge collection 
of  Eurovision entries. 

So please, follow my Eurovision years from 1980 to 1989. 

Cheers, 
Björn Nordlund 
www.bjornnordlund.com 
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1980 
Welcome Morocco 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1980 
Johnny Logan enters the World of 

Eurovision 

1980 in my book is a magnificent year and include Eurovision 
Classics such as: ”Le Papa Pingouin”, ”Pet´r Oil”, ”Euro-vision”, ”Whats 
another year”, ”Theater” and ”Samiid Aednan”. All classics based on 
different criteria.  

1980 Also introduced Morocco as the so far (I write this in 2018) 
only Arab nation to taken part of the Eurovision Song Contest. And its 
not surprising that Morocco was first and honestly it is my opinion and 
that Morocco will be the in the contest again at some time. If I was in 
charge of entertainment at the Moroccan TV I would approach the 
Royal family and ask them to support a committed 5 year Eurovision 
Project as a part of the countries aim to get closer to Europe and 
increase the tourism industry in Morocco. It is my true belief that 
Morocco can take part and to not make a drama caused by the fact 
that Israel taken part. Morocco has a, not huge but still, Jewish 
community and so far Morocco manage to have religions living side by 
side. So to not take the performance from Israel out is something I 
think Morocco endorsed by the King, a King working hard to show the 
world that Morocco is safe, tourism friendly and on the way to 
modernize. And Eurovision is such a great way to show that even if its 
not through winning only by participating.  

And let us play with the 2018 view on things to get Morocco 
back. A 5 year Project to participate, sign up RedOne (Nadir Khayat)  to 
compose the entries to get a modern and local touch on the songs 
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and even if Im not a fan, why not enter the first returning year with 
Loreen? Readning this think of it…. But now I will go back to 1980. 

Belgium entered the Eurovision this year with a modern Synth 
Song from a group not completely unknown after a minor hit single 
and remake of ”Rock around the clock”, Telex. I kind of went from 0 to 
100 just 3 seconds into the song and stated to world ”This is the 
winner”, not a change any country will give their 12s to any other song. 
I was proven wrong. Only The Netherlands was at least close to award 
them a 12 points… But Telex ended 17 out of 19 entries. But if you 
arrange a Eurovision party, and the guests actually know anything 
about Eurovision before the year 2000 this is a hit. 

In any case Mr Johnny Logan entered with a song I truly hated 
back in 1980, for me the win for Ireland on the night was in the range 
of jumping into a frozen lake after a hot sauna. I did not expect it, I 
even not paid the entry that much of a notice. But upon the night and 
7 twelve pointers later Ireland won and of course in 2018 ”Whats 
another year” is a classic Eurovision winner and actually not bad at all. 
The song even works today, with a modern arrangement ”Whats 
another year” might well be a ballad of the Eurovision of today. But I 
have other Johnny Logan favorites which we will come to later. 

We also meet the superstar from Turkey, Ajda Pekkan. Her song 
”Pet´r Oil” represented Turkey in the wrong year really. The oriental 
sound entered into success much later in the Eurovision history which 
both Turkey and Morocco suffered from in 1980. 

Anything to say about Sweden? Ah, Tomas Ledin did what was 
expected and laughed all the way to bank as one of the most popular 
singers among the Swedish public and mostly hated by the critics, 
even if a change later years given Mr Ledin some kind of revenge and 
when I write this a movie is upcoming based on his songs with a huge 
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involvement from in the 2010s Eurovision, if not icon and least a big 
name in the Swedish Eurovision world, Mr Edward af Sillén. Let us get 
back to him at a later stage. 

So my Winner in 1980: 

The real winner: 
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Eurovision Song Contest 1980

Country Artist Song My Placing Result

Austria Blue Danube Du bist musik 17 8

Turkey Ajda Pekkan Pet´r oil 6 15

Greece Anna Vissi & 
Epikouri

Autostop 8 13

Luxembourg Sophie & Magaly Papa Pingouin 7 9

Morocco Samira Bensaid Bitakat hob 13 18

Italy Alan Sorrenti Non so che darei 4 6

Denmark Bamses Venner Tanker altid på dig 16 14

Sweden Tomas Ledin Just nu 14 10

Switzerland Paola Cinema 9 4

Finland Vesa-Matti Loiri Huilumies 18 19

Norway Sverre Kjelsberg & 
Mattis Haetta

Samtid Aednan 2 16

West Germany Katja Ebstein Theater 11 2

United Kingdom Prima Donna Love enough for two 5 3

Portugal José Cid Um grande, grande amor 3 7

Netherllands Maggie MacNeal Amsterdam 10 5

France Profil Hé Hé M´sieurs-Dames 12 11

Ireland Johnny Logan What’s another year 15 1

Spain Trigo Limpio Quadate esta noche 19 12

Belgium Telex Eurovision 1 17
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1981 
Welcome Cyprus 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1981 

1981 Eurovision welcomed Cyprus as a participating country. 
Yes, the Greek part of Cyprus and you might think the long run of 12 
point exchange between Greece and Cyprus started too. But surprise, 
surprise. Greece awarded Cyprus a 12 but the love back was only half 
as much, 6 points. But even if Cyprus was one of the favorites to win 
they failed to be at the top of the board on the night.  

The fight for victory included four countries, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, France and Germany and Bucks Fizz took Eurovision back to 
the United Kingdom just 4 points ahead of the runner up Germany.  

Like more or less always I did not predict the winner, I was in 
favor of mainly the entries from Denmark and Ireland but in the long 
run the UK entry ”Making your mind up” turned out to be a really good 
one and I followed the Bucks Fizz for many years. Bucks Fizz was also, if 
far from the success by Abba, one of the more successful winners with 
a range of hits in the 80s. Nowday´s, just as Baccara, two different 
Bucks Fizz tour the world based more on nostalgia than new really 
good material. The Bucks Fizz line up nowadays known as ”The Fizz” 
released new material in 2017 following their known sound and the 
album was not that bad all but its impact on the charts might have 
been a disappointment for the members (3 from the original lineup 
with another Eurovision participant added to the group). 

Me, then in favor for the Danish song ”Straight or curly hair” and 
the song from Ireland, ”Horoscopes” found them further down on the 
board during the night, Denmark ended 11 and Ireland 5th, if you 
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have chance check out the amazing outfits on the Irish girls in the band 
”Sheeba”, this is just SO Eurovision mixed with a bit of Boney M album 
cover outfits. 

Watching this year, knowing the progress of the technical aspects 
of performance, you cannot stop to wonder how this year would have 
looked like if the singers were able to move without the microphone 
cord. So many of the participants struggled this year locked to their 
microphones, UK, Austria, Portugal, Ireland, Israel just a few worth to 
mention. 

My winner: 

The real winner: 
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Eurovision Song Contest 1981

Country Artist Song My placing Result

Austria Marty Brem Wenn du da bist 18 17

Turkey Modern Folk trio Dömne dolap 19 18

West Germany Lena Valaitis Johnny Blue 9 2

Luxembourg Jean-Claude Pascal C´est peut-être pas L´Amerique 13 11

Israel Habibi Ha layla 8 7

Denmark Tommy Seebach & Debbie Cameron Kröller eller ej 1 11

Yugoslavia Seid Memic Vajta Lejla 20 15

Finland Riki Sorsa Reggae OK 15 16

France Jean Gabilou Humanahum 16 3

Spain Becchelli Y solo tu 11 14

The Netherlands Linda Williams Het is een wonder 12 9

Ireland Sheeba Hororscopes 2 5

Norway Finn Kalvik Aldri i livet 14 20

United Kingdom Bucks Fizz Making your mind up 4 1

Portugal Carlos Paiao Playback 6 18

Belgium Emly Star Samson 5 13

Greece Yiannis Dimitras Feggari kalokerino 17 8

Cyprus Island Monika 10 6

Switzerland Peter, Sue and Marc Io senza te 3 4

Sweden Björn Skifs Fångad i en dröm 7 10
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